Networking event for doctoral students with global companies and universities in Kyoto and Nara~

In this event, Doctoral students introduce themselves and their research outline in English for interacting with students and global companies in Kyoto and Nara. This is not an academic conference for specialists, so we aim to improve the “transferable skills” through exchanges with students and companies in different fields.

Nov. 7 (Tue.) 11:00-17:30 (in English)
Nov. 8 (Wed.) 11:00-17:30 (in Japanese)

Part 1 | Short presentation by doctoral students
11:00 Opening remarks
11:05 Presentation 5 groups (Gr.)
"3 min. X 4-5 students/1 Gr. + Q&A 20min."

Part 2 | Presenter’s exchange meeting
16:15 Group meetings “2 times”
17:10 Announcement of winners
17:20 Closing remarks

“Pre-online event for the English Day” WELCOME!
Choose either one. -#1 2023.10.06(Fri.) 15:30-17:00 -#2 2023.10.10(Tue.) 15:30-17:00
“Tips for Short Presentation & Scientific Communication in KQF 2023”